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Technology is an important aspect of health, it is found in e.g. high-tech apparatus in surgery rooms and as hospital laboratory equipment. In addition technology is now rapidly entering education as well. Games, podcasts, e-compendiums, Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) and simulation tools are all technological based learning tools increasingly used in higher education.

One of the goals of introducing digital learning tools is obviously to achieve better skilled students so that they ultimately will become better health workers. The aims of digital learning tools are multifaceted, serve different purposes and give a number of opportunities. Some tools simply make distance education possible and flexible [1,2] and thereby facilitates the needs of a larger student mass to fill the gap of health workers in lac. Other digital learning tools add enjoyment and/or build confidence in learning [3,4] aiming to help the struggling students to complete their education. While yet others improve learning [2,4-6]. Another aspect not to underestimate is that students today are exposed to a media rich environment that has made them experts in technological multitasking, causing them to expect and demand innovative technological tools to be integrated in their educational programs in order to echo their technological skills [7-10]. It is therefore a goal to combine the newest within technology with learner-active, student centered, pedagogical methods.

Digital Learning Tools for Theoretical Skills

In 2009 the current form of distance nursing education was introduced at the University of Stavanger (UiS), Norway. To meet these students’ needs, different digital learning tools were developed. This includes e-compendiums, i.e. electronic rich media PDF files containing audio files, figures, photos, animations, interactions and a short multiple-choice test, podcasts and two games [11]. What is interesting is that, compared to lectures, text books, podcasts, digital multiple choice questionnaires and task solving, the e-compendiums was regarded as the best learning tool among our students [11]. The e-compendiums offer flexibility by giving students the opportunities to alternate between reading, listening and writing and to use the tool on their laptops. And it is reason to believe that the digital format was the explanation for the good score of these e-compendiums.

Another tool developed at UiS is the medication game - Pill Play – which purpose is to drill the student nurses on mathematical skills relevant for medication calculation [12]. Our randomized controlled trial showed that the exam failure rate was lower among the gamers compared to controls, however not significantly. Yet, the gamers who passed the exam had better high score compared to gamers who failed the exam [13], suggesting that the game might be just as useful learning tool to improve learning as other more traditional learning methods. As previously described [3] games constitute a learning tool that can improve learning outcomes, and thus, clearly open new opportunities in higher education. In fact, due to our results the Pill Play is now embedded in our new medication calculation MOOC. By designing MOOCs like this, health education becomes even more flexible and student centered.

Digital Learning Tools for Practical Skills

Simulation has increasingly developed to become a highly advanced technology based learning tool [14] that is clearly one answer to how we can drill students on practical skills. Teaching and learning clinical skills is a complex process that requires different educational approaches and multiple repetitions for the student to learn. While face-to face learning is important, the students also need the chance to rehearse repeatedly and receive feedback when they are on their own. Laerdal Medical’s new simulation tool SimPad®, has given us the opportunity to preprogram various scenarios that students can run and operate on their own. The scenarios challenge the students to critical thinking, decision making, and integration of all the different aspects of nursing care at the same time. SimPad® is a wireless, portable tool with a touchscreen interface that gives both experienced and inexperienced instructors the opportunity to operate and run scenarios. The integration of this new technology with the complexity of learning clinical skills and how this influence the students learning process is therefore now an ongoing research project at the UiS.

Improving Health Education?

Technical solutions and digital learning tools offer various opportunities in health education. Reading text with interactions (e-compendiums), listen on the go (podcast), drilling skills by playing (games) and practical training (simulation) – these are all tools that meet the demands of the new generation. It gives them the opportunity to select among different learning tools, learn at new places, with new methods and thereby help the students to memorize, drill, reflect and apply their knowledge on their own terms. We believe that using the potential of digital learning tools and methods as supplement to other more traditional learning will improve health education in the long run. This is because these tools create variation, immediate feedback, enthusiasm can easily be used to drill specific topics or procedures and they may even be fun.
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